
Exemplary Educators and Entrepreneurs 

by Lillian Zhou, CAPA-MC Junior Reporter 

 

Exemplary Educator Awards (Lillian Zhou) 

The Focus on the Future of Asian American Youth event, held on October 19, 2019 in the Greencourt 
Innovation Center, focused on inspiring future generations of Asian Americans. Made possible by the the 
International Leadership Foundation (ILF) and Yuan Media, the event awarded several influential Asian 
Americans and featured speeches by many key figures in the Asian American community. 

 

Ms. Stephany Yu, Chairman of Vinet and Yuan Media (Lillian Zhou) 

Stephany Yu, Chairman of Vinet and Yuan Media, and Chair of the ILF Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
Committee gave the opening remarks. “We want a better future for our family, our community, our country, and 



ultimately, the human race,” she said, thanking the judges and interviewers for their hard work in the application 
process. 

 

Mr. Ting Tang, CEO of Yuan Media (Lillian Zhou) 

Following Ms. Yu, the CEO of Yuan Media, Mr. Ting Tang, talked about the importance of media and 
journalism in increasing the voice of minorities such as Asian Americans in society. 

 

Dr. Miaochen Wei (Lillian Zhou) 

Dr. Miaochen Wei from George Washington University then presented her white paper about Chinese 
language education in the US. She started all the way from the Boston Tea Party (where protestors actually 
threw out Chinese tea in protest of tariffs on Chinese goods) through to the Chinese Exclusion Act. 

            Then 2019 DMV Exemplary Educator Awards were presented to ten Chinese language educators in the 
DC-Maryland-Virginia area.  



 

 

 

Xiaodi Zhu, executive director of ILF (Lillian Zhou) 

Xiaodi Zhu, the executive director of ILF, then spoke on behalf of ILF’s founder Chiling Tong on the 
most important leadership skills needed to be successful- communication, leading by example, and a strategic 
vision. “In order to be a good leader,” Mr. Zhu said, “you have to be a good follower. Ms. Chiling Tong is the 
best example of this.” 

 

Soo Koo (Larry Hogan’s representative) presenting Hogan’s letter (Lillian Zhou) 



Mr. Zhu’s speech was followed by statements from Congressman David Trone, representative of 
Maryland’s 6 district, and Maryland’s governor Larry Hogan. Trone said in his video, “the winners here tonight 
represent one of the best innovators in the Asian American community.” Soo Koo, Governor Hogan’s 
representative, awarded three Governor’s Volunteer Certificates. 

 

Governor’s Volunteer Certificate awardees (Lillian Zhou) 

Five different groups were to be given awards for the 2019 ILF Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
Contest: Color of Life, a group composed of students from California state; Wild Way Pro Technology, which 
works to advocate against human-wildlife conflict; Communicasia, a platform which promotes Chinese cultural 
events in the Maryland area; Opencircle, a platform allowing people to connect anonymously in a group setting; 
and Almond Robotics, an initiative dedicated to exposing students across the nation to the field of robotics 
through a simple robot kit. 

Finally, the five 2019 ILF Entrepreneurship and Innovation Contest awards (Social Impact, Best 
Innovation, Bronze, Silver, and Gold) were announced. Opencircle was awarded the Social Impact award, Best 
Innovation went to Color of Life, Communicasia received the Bronze award, WildWayPro Technologies 
received the Silver, and the Gold award went to Almond Robotics. The award ceremony was followed by 
presentations from the Silver and Gold groups (the Bronze group, Color of Life, was unable to attend the 
ceremony). 



 

Open circle receiving the Social Impact award. (Lillian Zhou) 

 

Communicasia receiving the Bronze award (Lillian Zhou) 



 

WildWayPro Tech receiving the Silver Award (Lillian Zhou) 

 

Almond Robotics receiving the Gold Award (Lillian Zhou) 

 

 



Heather Lin, a junior at Winston Churchill High School and one of the founders of the 
Gold-award-winning Almond Robotics, spoke about her experience developing the initiative. “The name of our 
kits- ‘Hello Robot’- is the same concept as ‘Hello World’ in programming, but for robots instead,” Lin said. 
“It’s about creating the most simple robot possible, to introduce kids to making robots.” Lin and her team started 
developing the initiative (whose website can be found here https://almondrobotics.weebly.com/ ) two years 
ago, with the end goal of “one child, one robot”. 

The process wasn’t easy, and Lin and her team needed to do lots of research to develop the best robot 
kits for the job. “I was used to building complex competition robots,” Lin said, “and it was hard to make an idea 
of the first robot someone could make.” She also found difficulty in getting the word out about the initiative, but 
hopes to reach every student in the nation by the year 2030. 

 

Communicasia (Lillian Zhou) 

Sabrina, a junior at Poolesville High School, was part of the Communicasia team. Though she never had 
experience with entrepreneurship before developing the platform, she learned how to make a business model, 
build products, and target audiences from the project.  

https://almondrobotics.weebly.com/


 

Opencircle (Lillian Zhou) 

Yichi Zhang, a junior at Montgomery Blair High School, faced a similar dilemma. Part of the Opencircle 
team, she didn’t know how to write a marketing or financial plan, but learned how small entrepreneurship and 
platforms can create social changes. 

Raymond Luo, also a junior at Montgomery Blair High School, worked on WildWayPro Technologies. 
Luo said his team had difficulty figuring out the details of the project from the general idea, and learned how to 
find people who are experienced in the topic they were interested in to get feedback from. 

The project development process taught all the applicants crucial skills in business and entrepreneurship, 
and hopefully each group can have success with their endeavors in the future. 
 
This article was provided by Chinese American Parents Association Junior Reporter Club (CAPA JRC) with 
members who interviewed, audio recorded, wrote, translated, and video recorded. CAPA JRC has 19 
Montgomery County middle to high school students. They have created a bilingual platform delivering news 
and serving the community. 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA0gylW1ZCcgDvDiLAyObbA 
IG: @capa_jrc 
Blog: https://capajrc.wordpress.com/  
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